ACCEPTED

✦ Suits
Modern, classic styles, conservative colors, light and medium weight

✦ Professional Separates
Pants, skirts, and jackets

✦ Coats (November-January ONLY)

✦ Dresses
Classic shift styles and wrap dresses with sleeves in solid

✦ Blouses
Anything that works under suit jacket, cardigans are ok

✦ Shoes
Professional Like-new closed-toe and peep-toe pumps, heels and flats

✦ Handbags
Professional Like-new, briefcases, purses and portfolios in solid neutral colors

✦ Scarves
Long and narrow or large square

✦ Jewelry
Classic and modern necklaces and earrings

✦ Hosiery
New, unopened pantyhose, knee highs, trouser socks in black, nude, brown, or navy

✦ Cosmetics
New, unopened

NOT ACCEPTED

✦ Estate donations

✦ Clothes in trash bags

✦ Heavy wools, busy prints, sequins or metallics

✦ Denim, leather, capris, mini-skirts

✦ Formal wear

✦ Sundresses, busy prints, lightweight, overly casual fabrics

✦ Pilled, bulky sweaters, polo-style shirts

✦ Shoes that are scuffed, missing heels, visible damage, sandals, sparkly, open-toed, or dirty inside

✦ Handbags that are dirty, scuffed, missing hardware, evening clutches, straw, or overly casual

✦ Men’s Clothing

✦ Stained fabrics

✦ Overly formal or casual, dirty or tarnished jewelry

✦ Used, white, ivory, colored, fishnets, or thigh high hosiery

✦ Cosmetics that are bright, metallic, expired, or opened